
Featuring oversized proportions and comfort to match, Odette is a modern lounge collection that 

encapsulates the feeling of a warm embrace. Generous seating capacity, expert tailoring and 

choices in back height, base styles and finish options ensure a place of sanctuary is always within 

reach.

Designed by Gower + Woolf
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ODETTE LOUNGE BY ARCADIA REAWAKENS A L ITTLE JOIE DE VIVRE

A modern lounge interpretation with oversize proportions and shapely curves, Odette – the newest seating collection from Arcadia 

– provides a welcoming retreat for corporate, higher-education and hospitality settings alike. 

 

Robust in both its overall appearance and its unsurpassed comfort, Odette was intended to mimic the feeling of a warm embrace. 

Its gently-reclined back and generous, deep-set seat cushion invite visitors to unwind and feel at ease, while fi nely stitched seams 

add a crisply tailored fi nish to its fl uid contours.

Designed by Gower + Woolf, an integrative fi rm known for their research-driven designs and emphasis on simplicity of form, the 

series was conceived to fi ll an emerging need in the market for a more contemporary approach to collaboration.

“Our original intent was to simply move away from the heavy lounge pieces often found in traditional collaborative settings, then 

as the design evolved, it became clear that the way to achieve this was to drill-down to a more organic shape,” says product 

designer Andrew Gower. “By incorporating curves and larger proportions in combination with a thinner back shell, we were able 

to retain a soft, relaxed quality while at the same time eliminating excess material.”

Available in mid or high back styles, Odette may be specifi ed with a ½" steel wire rod base or polished aluminum swivel base 

with an automatic self-return. A wide assortment of metal fi nishes are also available in colors ranging from muted pastels to warm 

neutrals and metallics.

Whether collaborating with colleagues, lounging with friends, or simply enjoying a moment to yourself, Odette provides an 

inviting place to make your own and reawaken a little joie de vivre.

For more than forty years, Arcadia has been dedicated to new product development and a breadth and depth of high quality seating and table 

solutions for large and small companies alike.  Dynamic in environments ranging from corporate, educational, healthcare, hospitality and retail 

spaces to government institutions, airport and club lounges, and more, Arcadia’s product collections are introduced each year at the NeoCon 

World Fair in Chicago and remain on display in its permanent showroom in Chicago’s Merchandise Mart (Suite #340).  

For more information, contact Caitlin McHenry at 800.585.5957 or caitlinm@arcadiacontract.com.
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AT-A-GLANCE
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>  Mid and high back models with wire rod base and swivel base options.

>  Aluminum swivel base comes standard with auto-return feature.

>  Wire rod base manufactured in ½" diameter steel and comes standard with glides.

>  Bases offered in all standard and premium fi nish selections.

High back, swivel base High back, wire rod base Mid-back, swivel base Mid-back, wire rod base 


